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Abstract
Background Treatment of partial-thickness articular surface rotator cuff tears varies from simple débridement with
or without an acromioplasty to various repair techniques.
These repair techniques have included in situ transtendinous methods, as well as completion of the tear and
repairing the full-thickness defect. The transtendinous
techniques can be associated with stiffness and completing
the tear takes down normal intact tissue. Therefore, a
technique was developed that repairs the articular-side
partial- thickness rotator cuff tears with an all-inside
approach that does not violate the intact bursal tissue and
does not complete the tear.
Questions/purposes To compare the preoperative and
postoperative Penn shoulder scores (PSS) associated with
an in situ all-inside repair technique and the effects of such
a repair on postoperative stiffness.
Methods Twenty patients with partial-thickness articular
rotator cuff tears greater than 50% of the width of the
tendon repaired with an all-inside repair technique were
retrospectively reviewed. Two of the patients were high
school athletes and the rest self-described as recreational
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athletes. The minimum followup was 16 months (average,
29 months; range, 16–41 months). A validated outcome
measure (PSS) was used to assess clinical outcome, and
postoperative ROM was measured.
Results The average PSS score improved from 74 (range,
56–84) to 92 (range, 86–99). All but one patient was able to
return to the same level of play or higher.
Conclusions In situ repairs of partial-thickness articular
surface tears using an all-inside approach resulted in a
substantial increase in PSS with no cases of major postoperative clinical stiffness.
Level of Evidence Level IV, therapeutic study. See
Guidelines for Authors for a complete description of levels
of evidence.

Introduction
Partial-thickness rotator cuff tears (RCTs) have been
classified by Ellman [5] by the depth of the tear. Grade 1 is
less than 3 mm, Grade 2 is between 3 and 6 mm, and
Grade 3 is greater than 6 mm in depth, and these are further
divided into articular (A), bursal (B), or interstitial (I).
The management of partial-thickness tears is controversial
and is evolving according to new biomechanical and clinical data [3, 6, 11]. Some authors have reported results
with simple débridement of small partial-thickness RCTs
(Ellman Grades 1 and 2) [3, 14, 20]. A retrospective review
of 46 patients with either a Grade I tear (26) or a Grade II
tear (20) who were treated with a subacromial decompression reported an increase in ASES scores from 37.4 to
86.6 [14]. However, larger Grade 3 tears treated with
débridement have resulted in poorer clinical outcomes
when compared to repair, and the literature suggests
Grades 3A, 2B, and 3B partial-thickness RCTs are better
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treated with repair as opposed to débridement [3, 18, 26].
This has prompted many surgeons to repair these larger
partial tears with various techniques, including completion
of the partial tear and repairing a full-thickness defect and
various in situ techniques [1, 10, 11, 16, 22, 24].
Repairing a high-grade articular-sided defect or partial
articular supraspinatus tendon avulsion (PASTA) lesion can
be technically challenging. The in situ techniques have the
advantage of leaving the intact bursal layer of the rotator
cuff intact. Although these techniques do not involve
completing the tear, they do involve tying suture on the
bursal side of the rotator cuff and potentially overtightening
the bursal layer of the cuff. Some authors have reported
increased stiffness with these transtendinous repair techniques [9, 23, 28]. Therefore, a repair technique that just
addresses the abnormality by repairing the articular-side
tear only and does not tie down the bursal side of the
cuff has been developed. This technique was previously
described by the author with preliminary short term data
[23].
The purpose of the study was to further describe the in
situ all-inside repair technique and the effects of the repair
technique on the PSS function score and range of motion
(stiffness).

Patients and Methods
Thirty-two patients (22 men, 10 women) with 50% or
greater PASTA lesions who had surgical repairs using an
all-inside technique were retrospectively reviewed. Fifteen
of these patients were previously reported in a 2007 article
describing the technique [23]. The data on those patients
was short term and included those who had other concomitant procedures performed. Only 8 of those original 15
patients who met our current inclusion criteria were
included in this study. Partial tears from 50% to 75% were
repaired. The tear size was determined by using a calibrated probe inserted from the subacromial space into the
cuff tear through the intact bursal portion of the cuff. The
tear size was expressed as a percentage of the amount of
exposed tuberosity with respect to the entire cuff thickness
or footprint. Surgeries were performed by a single surgeon
between February 2006 and January 2009. Patients were
included if they had an MRI documented PASTA lesion
and had failed at least 6 weeks of nonoperative treatment,
including physical therapy with or without subacromial
corticosteroid injections. We excluded 12 patients who had
additional procedures (eg, distal clavicular resection, labral
repair, or biceps tenotomy or tenodesis). These were
excluded to minimize other variables so that the effect of
the repair could be better isolated. This left 20 patients (16
men, four women) for this study. All patients had unilateral
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surgery and there was no known pathology in the opposite
shoulder. Ages ranged from 18 to 54 years, with an average of 41 years. There were two high school athletes and
the rest described themselves as recreational athletes. All
patients stated one of their reasons for the surgery was that
they were not able to participate in one or more of their
sports or recreational activities. The minimum followup
was 16 months (average, 29 months; range, 16–
41 months). No patients were lost to followup. All patients
gave their consent for inclusion in the study and IRB
approval was obtained.
The decision to perform an all-inside technique as
opposed to completing the tear was made on the basis of
the integrity and appearance of the remaining bursal cuff
tissue. If the remaining bursal tissue was deemed of poor or
questionable quality, the tear was completed and the fullthickness tear was repaired. Subacromial bursoscopy was
performed in all, but formal decompressions were performed in only 17 of the 20. The three patients in whom a
decompression was not performed were younger (the oldest
of the three was 35 years old) and the subacromial space
looked pristine.
The all-inside repair technique repairs the torn articular
layer of the rotator cuff anatomically to the medial portion
of the greater tuberosity. The rotator cuff edge was débrided
and the depth was assessed by determining the amount of
exposed greater tuberosity. We prepared the greater tuberosity by débriding the adherent tissue as described [23]. A
typical articular partial-thickness RCT in a left shoulder as
viewed from the posterior portal is shown (Fig. 1). Two
portals are used in the rotator cuff interval to facilitate this
technique (Fig. 2). The initial portal was made at the lateral
apex of the rotator cuff interval and débridement of the tear
and tuberosity was performed through this portal. A cannula
of sufficient size to accommodate a suture-passing device of
choice is required. A second portal was placed just above
the subscapularis tendon and was used for retrieving the
suture-passing device and suture. An anchor was placed
through the intact bursal portion of the rotator cuff into the
medial portion of the greater tuberosity (Fig. 3), which was
first localized with a spinal needle. This could be facilitated
by using a probe to retract the supraspinatus superiorly. The
author usually uses a 3-mm polyetheretherketone anchor to
minimize the size of the entry site, but any anchor can be
used. The sutures were then brought into the joint. A Suture
Lasso1 (Arthrex, Inc, Naples, FL) or other similar suturepassing device was placed in the lateral cannula (Fig. 4) and
was then passed through just the articular layer of the rotator
cuff. For a left shoulder, a ‘‘right going’’ lasso was used.
The wire from the lasso and a suture limb were then
retrieved through the inferior cannula. The suture was
placed in the wire and pulled through the tissue. This passed
the suture through the articular lamina of the rotator cuff
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Fig. 1A–B (A) An arthroscopic
view from the posterior portal
shows a partial-thickness articular-surface RCT in a left
shoulder. (B) A diagram illustrates a typical partial-thickness
RCT. Reprinted with permission
and Ó2007 Wolters Kluwer
Health from Spencer EE Jr.
Partial-thickness articular surface rotator cuff tears: an allinside technique. Tech Shoulder
Elbow Surg. 2007;8:180–184.

Fig. 2A–B (A) An arthroscopic view shows placement of two
cannulae, with one at the apex of the rotator cuff interval and a
smaller-diameter one inferior and medial just above the subscapularis.
(B) A diagram illustrates the two cannulae within the rotator cuff

interval. The inferior cannula is above the subscapularis tendon.
Reprinted with permission and Ó2007 Wolters Kluwer Health from
Spencer EE Jr. Partial-thickness articular surface rotator cuff tears: an
all-inside technique. Tech Shoulder Elbow Surg. 2007;8:180–184.

Fig. 3A–B (A) An arthroscopic
view shows placement of an
anchor just lateral to the articular
cartilage in the medial portion of
the greater tuberosity. (B) A
diagram illustrates the anchor
placement through the bursal
portion of the cuff. Reprinted
with permission and Ó2007
Wolters Kluwer Health from
Spencer EE Jr. Partial-thickness
articular surface rotator cuff
tears: an all-inside technique.
Tech Shoulder Elbow Surg.
2007;8:180–184.

(Fig. 5). The other limb of the suture was then retrieved into
the lateral cannula so that both limbs were within the lateral
cannula (Fig. 5) and ready to be tied. The articular layer was
then tied down, with the knot getting buried between the
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intact bursal layer and the newly repaired articular layer
(Fig. 6). This can be performed multiple times for tears that
are larger in the AP dimension starting from posterior and
progressing anterior.
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Fig. 4A–B (A) An arthroscopic
view shows the suture lasso
coming in through the lateral or
apex cannula. (B) A diagram
illustrates the suture lasso passing through the articular lamina
and the wire being retrieved
through the inferior cannula.
Reprinted with permission and
Ó2007 Wolters Kluwer Health
from Spencer EE Jr. Partialthickness articular surface rotator
cuff tears: an all-inside technique. Tech Shoulder Elbow
Surg. 2007;8:180–184.

Fig. 5A–B (A) An arthroscopic
view shows the suture passing
through the torn articular lamina
of the rotator cuff. The probe is
retracting the cuff superiorly. (B)
A diagram illustrates both suture
limbs retrieved into the lateral
cannula and ready to be tied.
Reprinted with permission and
Ó2007 Wolters Kluwer Health
from Spencer EE Jr. Partialthickness articular surface rotator
cuff tears: an all-inside technique. Tech Shoulder Elbow
Surg. 2007;8:180–184.

Fig. 6A–B (A) An arthroscopic
view shows the appearance of
the repaired rotator cuff. The
knot is buried between the two
layers of the rotator cuff just
behind the long head of the
biceps. (B) A diagram illustrates
the completed repair. Reprinted
with permission and Ó2007
Wolters Kluwer Health from
Spencer EE Jr. Partial-thickness
articular surface rotator cuff
tears: an all-inside technique.
Tech Shoulder Elbow Surg.
2007;8:180–184.

Formal physical therapy was initiated at 2 weeks postoperatively and included supine active assisted forward
elevation and external rotation only for 4 weeks. At
6 weeks postoperatively, supine active forward elevation
was started, as well as internal rotation stretching. At
8 weeks postoperatively, upright forward elevation was
started with gentle isometric strengthening. ROM exercises

and stretching continued until 12 weeks postoperatively
when resistive band strengthening was started. Return to
full unrestricted activity was allowed at 6 months
postoperatively.
We saw patients at 2 weeks, 6 weeks, 12 weeks,
6 months and 12 months. True anteroposterior (Grashey)
and supraspinatus outlet view (SOV) plain radiographs
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were obtained at the 2-week postoperative visit. At each
visit the clinical exam included measurement of ROM
initially in the supine position (in the early postoperative
period) and subsequently in the upright position. All
patients completed a validated outcome measure (Penn
shoulder score or PSS [13]) preoperatively and at final
followup. Postoperative ROM was measured by a therapist
at the time of discharge and return to unrestricted activity.
ROM measurements represented combined glenohumeral
and scapulothoracic motion to give a total arc of motion
measured in the upright position with a handheld goniometer. The opposite side was also measured to provide a
comparison. Followup MRI was not performed.

Results
The average PSS score improved from 74 (range, 56–84) to
92 (range, 86–99). All but one patient were able to return to
the same level of play or higher. One patient fell within the
first 6 weeks of surgery and imaging revealed a probable
retear, but the patient elected not to undergo surgical repair
again.
No patient experienced postoperative stiffness; specifically, there was no difference between the operative and
nonoperative shoulder ROM. The average ROM in the
operative arm was 169° (range, 159°–176°) for forward
elevation, 61° (range, 52°–69°) for external rotation with
the arm at the side, 89° (range, 82°–94°) for external
rotation in the 90° abducted position, and 48° (range, 36°–
60°) for internal rotation in the 90° abducted position. The
average ROM in the nonoperative arm was 168° (range,
160°–178°) for forward elevation, 65° (range, 55°–72°) for
external rotation with the arm at the side, 90° (range, 86°–
100°) for external rotation in the 90° abducted position, and
50° (range, 38°–60°) for internal rotation in the 90°
abducted position.
Despite delaying formal physical therapy for 2 weeks,
there was no postoperative stiffness.

Discussion
It has been suggested PASTA lesions greater than 50% of
the width of the tendon are best managed with surgical
repair, especially in younger patients [3, 18, 26]. To date
those repairs have involved either converting the PASTA
to a full-thickness tear and repairing the full-thickness
defect or using a transbursal technique that keeps the bursal
layer of the rotator cuff intact, but it also involves tying
this layer down [1, 10, 11, 16, 22, 24]. Nonhealing events
of the full-thickness tears that were created have been
reported with followup ultrasound [11]. Those patients are
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potentially worse as they now have a full-thickness tear.
The various transbursal or transtendinous techniques
involve placing anchors in the medial footprint of the
tuberosity. In an effort to get the torn articular layer to
come back down to the medial footprint of the greater
tuberosity, the sutures are passed through both layers of the
rotator cuff medial enough to capture the articular layer.
Once passed, these sutures are tied down on top of the
bursal portion of the rotator cuff in the subacromial space.
Such a technique will secure the articular layer to the
medial footprint but will potentially overtighten the bursal
portion of the cuff. This overtightening is a function of the
degree of medial retraction of the torn articular layer. As
such, the more medially retracted the articular layer is, the
more medial the sutures must be passed. When tied down,
the bursal portion of the cuff will be overtightened by an
amount equal to the degree of retraction of the articular
layer. This overtightening might be the cause of the stiffness that has been reported after these repairs [9, 28].
Therefore a technique was developed that attempts to
repair just the PASTA lesion without passing suture
through the bursal layer of the cuff, thereby performing the
repair all inside the glenohumeral joint [23]. The purpose
of the study was to describe an in situ all-inside repair
technique and the effects of the repair technique on the PSS
function score and range of motion (stiffness).
Readers should be aware of some limitations. First, the
patients were carefully selected according to the indications. Further, patients with concomitant pathology were
excluded to eliminate other variables in patient outcomes.
Second, we had no imaging followup. Further research that
includes MRI or ultrasound followup evaluating the allinside technique is warranted. Also, the results presented
here may not be applicable to the high-level overhead
professional athlete as the patients in this study were selfdescribed as recreational athletes.
Previous authors have reported substantial increases in
American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons scores by converting the PASTA lesion to a full-thickness tear and then
repairing the full-thickness tear [4, 11]. Kamath et al. [11]
did however report five nonhealing events in 42 patients
treated in this fashion. A transtendinous technique was
used by Ide et al. [10] in 17 patients. At an average of
39 months’ followup, they reported 14 excellent, two good,
and one fair result. The results of the 20 patients in this
study using the all-inside technique also demonstrate a
substantial improvement in their PSS scores at an average
followup of 29 months.
Stiffness was reported by Huberty et al. [9] as being
more common in patients who had undergone transtendinous repair of a PASTA lesion. In contrast, no
postoperative stiffness was seen in the patients in this study
treated with the all-inside repair. There was no difference
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in forward elevation, external rotation with the arm at the
side, or external and internal rotation in the 90° abducted
position between the operative and nonoperative shoulders.
The incidence of partial-thickness RCTs increases with
increasing age [21]. The majority of partial-thickness RCTs
involve the articular side [7, 15]. This might be secondary
to hypovascularity and reduced biomechanical strength
[15, 19]. Nakajima et al. [19] found the bursal portion of
the rotator cuff was able to undergo greater deformation
and had increased tensile strength when compared to the
articular portion. This lends support for Codman’s original
hypothesis that most RCTs occur through a primary
degenerative process [2].
The natural history of these partial-thickness tears is
a gradual increase in size with time. Yamanaka and
Matsumoto [29] followed 40 partial-thickness articularsurface RCTs with arthrography and found, at an average of
13 months, 53% were larger, 28% had progressed to fullthickness tears, while only 20% were the same or smaller.
This clinical observation is supported by a cadaveric biomechanical study that evaluated the strain on the remaining
intact portion of a PASTA lesion with respect to tear size
[17]. The authors suggested that when the articular defect
reaches 50% of the width of the tendon, the strain on the
remaining intact fibers increases substantially. They also
reported an in situ transbursal repair returned the strain to
normal. Another cadaveric study evaluating PASTA lesions
compared an in situ suture bridge technique to completing
the tear and repairing the full-thickness defect; the gap
formation was less and the ultimate tensile load was higher
for the in situ technique [8].
The treatment of these partial-thickness tears should
consist of nonoperative measures first [28]. Some of these
tears become symptomatic secondary to altered kinematics
of the glenohumeral joint such as a tight posterior capsule
leading to a dynamic anterosuperior translation with forward elevation and subsequent impingement. Nonoperative
measures should therefore include stretching (especially
the posterior capsule) and rotator cuff strengthening
focusing on external rotation strengthening [27].
If nonoperative measures fail, then operative management can be considered. Weber [26] reported on the results
of 65 patients with either Grade 3A or 3B partial-thickness
RCTs with a minimum 2-year followup. Patients had an
arthroscopic decompression with either a mini-open repair
or an arthroscopic débridement of the tear. The repair
group had higher UCLA scores. With regard to smaller
partial-thickness tears, Park et al. [20] reported 86% satisfactory results with tears of less than 50% thickness
treated with arthroscopic débridement and decompression.
Another study also reported smaller partial-thickness tears
(less than 50% thickness) with débridement had L’Insalata
scores averaging 89 postoperatively [3]. In addition, Miller
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et al. [18] reported an age-related difference in results
when treating partial-thickness tears, with younger patients
(younger than 50 years) not doing as well with débridement. Therefore the literature suggests repair of these
larger tears, especially in younger patients, is warranted.
Based on this information, many surgeons choose to
repair these larger partial tears. One option is to complete
the tear and repair a full-thickness defect. Although Weber
[26] reported good clinical results with tear completion, a
recent study with ultrasound followup reported five of 42
tears treated in this fashion did not heal with a recurrent
full-thickness defect [11]. These patients are potentially
worse as they now have full-thickness defects. The repair
techniques thus evolved with the creation of several
methods of an in situ transtendinous repair [10, 12, 22, 24,
25]. Further evolution of the in situ repair was the development of an all-inside technique to address the issue of
stiffness. The present study demonstrates good clinical
results can be achieved with this all-inside technique
without postoperative stiffness. By eliminating suture
passing through the bursal portion of the cuff, this technique strives to limit the overtightening of the bursal
portion of the cuff that can occur with previously described
techniques.
In summary, the treatment of PASTA lesions remains
controversial, but the literature suggests repair of lesions of
greater than 50% of the width of the tendon yields better
results. In situ repairs have the advantage of leaving the
intact bursal cuff tissue intact, and biomechanically and
clinically perform well. The all-inside in situ technique
repairs the PASTA lesion without tying down the intact
bursal portion of the rotator cuff. This allows the surgeon to
just address the pathology while minimizing the effect on
the surrounding structures, which might reduce postoperative stiffness. It should be noted this is an advanced
arthroscopic technique and should be considered by those
with an appropriate skill level.
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